APPENDEX - IV

SURVEY ON WOMEN CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES IN
KARNATAKA STATE

Questionnaire for Beneficiaries

(Originally in Kannada translated into English)

Sr. No. : __________________ Taluka : __________________
Village : __________________ Dist : __________________

1) Personal Profile
   a) Name : __________________ b) Sex : Male / Female
   c) Age : __________________ d) Education : ________________
   e) caste : ________________ f) Occupation : ________________
   g) Income : ________________ h) Nature of Employment : __
   i) Savings (in Rs.) : ________ j) Size of family : __________
   k) Size of Land holding : a) Irrigated _____ b) Un-irrigated ____

2) Name of the Society : _______ Banks/Dairy/Multipurpose : __

3) Objective joining the society : ______________________________

4) Purpose of Loan taken : _______ and Size of Loan : __________

5) Do you Acquire any assets after joining the society ? __________
   If yes, mention it : ______________________

6) Do you spent any time for milk productions ? ________________

7) Are you participate in decision making ? ________________

8) Opinions regarding the societies : __________________________

9) What kind of benefits you got ? ____________________________

10) Are you aware about various organisations ? ________________

11) Any problems : _______________________________________

12) Suggestions : ________________________________________